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And from the “you have to be kidding me” department, we have this story today of J6 prisoners
podcasting in video directly from the DC Gulag.  There they are in their orange shirts, in front of some
faded old Betsy Ross flag.  You have to laugh.  These guys are so dangerous they have been in jail
since January 2021, so dangerous they have been in solitary most of that time, but not so dangerous
they have to get a haircut or a beard trim to conform to jail rules.  Like other CIA agents we have seen
pretending to be in jail (think Charles Manson or Dzhokhar “the Joker” Tsarvaev), they can groom
themselves however they like.  

This is a premier of the “We Are Good Men” podcast.  Again, you have to laugh.  What Langley
genius came up with that name?  Why not “Love us love us love us” or “Aren't we Cute and Cuddly”?
And why isn't Edward Badalian in an orange shirt?  I guess he has a bye since he is Army.  They don't
like orange.      

Where are they supposed to be?  Are we supposed to believe jails now have special podcast rooms,
complete with flags and other paraphernalia and Trump merchandise?  That they allow cameras and
outside streaming of videos, so that prisoners can tell their own stories and claim innocence?   Wouldn't
that influence future parole hearings, and therefore be illegal?   Not for CIA.

Just so you know, Edward Badalian, right, is from Panorama City and Burbank, CA, so. . . probably an
actor.  He is scrubbed on people searches, with no relatives, so best guess he is the son or grandson of
Mike or Ray Badalian of Koo Koo Roo restaurants and Arosto Coffee.  They sold that to Chi-Chis in
1998 for $143 million, so. . . a rich actor.  These Badalians link us to Arlington, VA, with Marc-
Antoine Badalian, 56.  Badalian is an Armenian/Jewish name, see Suzanna Badalian at Wiki, where
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this is admitted.  And tellingly, Edward Badalian has no location of DC on his list, so the computer
doesn't know he is housed in that jail.  

Same for Jonathan Gennaro Mellis, 37, of Williamsburg, VA.  No location of DC.  

Do you think he might possibly be Jewish?  This is just a joke, as I keep telling you.  This guy is the
son of Gennaro Mellis, who was Army and then 29 years with the DOD/Navy.  Purple heart.  He was
involved with the Tunnel to the Towers Foundation, a 911 Memorial Foundation.  These Mellises are
related to the Feldmanns and Harrells.  

Finally, Reed Christensen, the old guy to the left.  From Hillsboro, OR, but also listed from Gambrills,
MD.  He just happens to be ex-Army as well, and then worked for Intel Corp.  That's probably a joke,
since he is Intel, not Intel.  He was director of the Washington County Republican Party Central
Committee, so not some wingnut.  Like most others we have seen, he has a joke booking photo from
Washington state, with his shirt on backwards:
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Looks like it says “return to” something, so it must be property of the jail.  Are we supposed to believe
he was arrested with no shirt on?  He has three last names, Reed Knox Christensen, so I would assume
all of them are surnames.  Meaning, he is a Knox and a Reed. We have seen the Reeds of Oregon,
haven't we?  Best guess is this links him to John Reed of the Warren Beatty movie Reds, as well as
Reed College in Oregon and the millionaire Reed family.  They too are related to Knoxes.  So he is a
pretty obvious agent.  It is hard to believe they don't hide this stuff better.  Also hard to believe that
places like Gateway Pundit and Infowars try to sell you this ridiculous theater.  Remember, Infowars
claims “while other networks lie to you about what's happening now, we tell you the truth about what's
happening next”.   An idle boast, as you see.  The alternative sites are just telling an alternative lie.
You are being crushed between two false narratives.   
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